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Contemporary Dialogues: Torbjørn Rødland
Norwegian artist Torbjørn Rødland has been described
as “to photography what the Pet Shop Boys are to pop
music.” His contemporary, Gil Blank, once described
his photographs as “blatantly retarded in a consciously
agile way.” For fifteen years, Rødland has been making
work that baffles, finding something in common between
nudists, priests, Nordic landscapes and curious still lifes
of food, such as one of George W. Bush’s favorite things:
Diet Coke, tortilla chips, The Very Hungry Caterpillar,
Häagen-Dazs “Pralines & Cream” ice cream and A Field
of Dreams. That’s only the beginning. It was an absolute
pleasure to have the chance to speak with him about his
books, his work and the meaning of images.

to photography. My father, who’s an amateur photographer,
gave me a camera early on. Maybe I was eleven. Nine years
later, I saw quite clearly that my photographs were involuntarily personal, while the drawings were really just aiming to
be clever and to have a fun, dynamic line.
SL: As you moved toward image making, what artists,
photographers, etc. did you look at for inspiration?
TR: The first contemporary artists I could really relate to
were Americans like Sherrie Levine, James Welling, Richard
Prince, Cindy Sherman, all from “The Pictures Generation.”
So my starting point is the critical reconsideration of popular
motifs or image types.

Butterflies, 2007 [from “I Want to Live Innocent”]
© Torbjørn Rødland

Shane Lavalette: Tell me, when did photography come into
your life?
Torbjørn Rødland: Photography was always there. In popular media, my father’s private slideshows, and so on. But
still in my early teens, I was more passionate about drawing. After doing caricatures and political cartoons for local
newspapers, I got fed up with communicating easily decodable ideas through images. The drawings got more naïve
and nonsensical, and editors found them less effective. I
discovered Art and shifted focus from pen-and-ink drawing

Banana Black, 2005 [from “White Planet Black Heart”]
© Torbjørn Rødland
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SL: Are you interested in clichés?
TR: The Pictures Generation taught me that popular
photography has as much to tell as – if not more than
– modernist art photography. It’s a question of how
the image is seen. I learned to look for ideology in
entertainment and for reality in fiction. But hardcore
appropriation wasn’t challenging enough, partly
because I was too introverted and longed to leave
the safety of the library to make my own images.
Clichés? I don’t know anymore. I am attracted to
pictures that aren’t appreciated in contemporary art,
but only if they have what you could call mythical
potential. A cliché is only interesting if it contains a
hidden truth.
SL: I agree. I look at photography not as an end but
a means. This is especially so with work like yours,
where I could likely spend an hour with an image
and still not quite “get it” but always have a visceral
response that takes me someplace new.
TR: One hour? That I can like. I never hope for more
than one minute.
SL: The first time I saw your photographs was when I
picked up a copy of your earliest book, White Planet
Black Heart (steidlMACK, 2006). Tell me about that
project. How did the book come together?
TR: I was completely bored with thematic photography books. They place too much focus on motifs.
Ed Ruscha knew that the concept of Twentysix Gasoline Stations was ridiculous – that was part of the
rebellion, what made it so good – but I find intuitive
coherency much more interesting than seriality now.
So I wanted to break with the “100-Somethings” or
“Pictures-from-Somewhere” type of book. I wanted
to make a book that continues to challenge, as you
go through it. I wanted the logic of the book to be
perforated – and therefore erotic.

Cake, 2005 [from “White Planet Black Heart”]
© Torbjørn Rødland

SL: Interesting… Erotic?
TR: OK, let me try to talk about this. Why can’t the Pope
support contraceptives? In the old way of thinking, there’s
no way a condom will lead to something constructive, like
a new person. On the contrary, it isolates pleasure from
reason and is therefore a perversion. A photograph or a
collection of photographs that ignores its usual objective
is equally perverted. Perverted photography doesn’t sell
a product or communicate a message. It’s not meant to be
decoded, but to keep you in the process of looking. It’s
layered and complex. It mirrors and triggers you without
end and for no good reason, and that is erotic.
Roland Barthes wrote a brilliant book about this called
The Pleasure of the Text, and I’m paraphrasing him now
even if this book dealt with text, not images. The history of
photography is dominated by modernist ideals of immediacy, the dream of seeing the world as if for the first time. I
represent a type of photography where memory and culture
is an integrated part of seeing. Naïvety is attractive, but
ultimately impossible. To understand 20th century documentary and amateur photography, you had to read Camera
Lucida, but The Pleasure of the Text is a better book if you
want to understand art photography after post-modernism.
SL: What about the eroticism within your work?
TR: Well, it is all linked. With photographic tactility or
eroticism, I distance myself from both the didactics of
Staged Photography and the anorecticism of newer con-
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ceptual art. Also, it’s a way to acknowledge the natural link
between photography and the here-and-now.

ative Bush administration is a recurrent sub-theme in the
book.

SL: There is something romantic yet utterly melancholic
about these moments you share with us…

SL: Where does the title come from?

TR: Clinical melancholia is when your observations fail to
inspire action. The world is there to be looked at, not to be
lived in. French psychiatrist Pierre Janet studied and wrote
about this. I was a melancholic teenager, and I put my defect to work. Go with your strength, right? No medium does
melancholia better than photography.

TR: I wanted to establish a wide perspective, and the title
also indicates a conflict of sorts. The qualities I look for in
a title are similar to those I look for in a photograph: it’s
not meaningful without an active viewer. You have to bring

Burzum, 2002 [from “White Planet Black Heart”]
© Torbjørn Rødland

SL: Would you say that books are the ideal venue for experiencing your photographs?
TR: I don’t know. I hope I never have to choose between
exhibiting and publishing. If the images were not meant to
be bigger than my books, I probably wouldn’t do them on
large format negatives. There’s usually more to see in a big
print… Maybe I have to make the books bigger.
SL: How did you come in contact with the publisher,
Michael Mack?
TR: I was living in New York at the time and a studio visit
from a curator led to a meeting with a distributor, which
again led to a studio visit from Michael Mack. He was very
clear that we were making a project book, not a survey of
my most popular images. You cannot tell, but half of the
photographs in White Planet Black Heart are made in the
U.S.A. The faith-based foreign policy of the neo-conserv-

Burzum, 2002 [from “White Planet Black Heart”]
© Torbjørn Rødland

SL: The images in your new book, I Want to Live Innocent
(steidlMACK, 2008), were made in Stavanger, the city
you grew up in. Can you talk about this work and what it
means to have made these photographs at “home”?
TR: White Planet Black Heart contains photographs from
three or four continents. With I Want to Live Innocent, I
wanted to see what happens to the reading of a collection
of images if they are all done in, or claim to come out of,
one specific part of the world. To prevent a classic documentary reading, I didn’t include a lot of photographs that
clearly describe the place. I try to force a reading where
the book deals with the place I grew up in, but mostly on
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a more symbolic level. So it is more about Life and Life
Mediated, than it is about Stavanger. Stavanger was chosen
because it is the only place I haven’t chosen. I was born
there, but I had not been able to work there before. It is
very satisfying to build a book from seemingly incongruent
single images, only to find that it all makes sense somehow.
SL: No script, just curiosity?
TR: Yes, that works for me. I wrote a script for my first
film, The Exorcism of Mother Teresa, but discovered that I
had absolutely no interest in doing an image just to take me
from B to C in a planned sequence. With the second film,
Heart All This & Dogg, I put complete trust in my ability to
make more improvised material come together in a meaningful way. The first film gave me that self-confidence.
I accept that my imagination is limited: I cannot design a
chair, but show me ten and I know which one is right for
me. I suspect this is a typical photographer’s handicap.

having a different set of limitations. For a lot of people, the
films are easier to grasp. You don’t have to wonder how
to look at them as much. What has happened to Hedberg’s one-liners is also quite clear: they’re not funny. The
humour is muted. You asked about clichés earlier… The
intuitive strategy is here the same. I’m looking for something potentially meaningful in material that is normally
not taken seriously.
SL: Considering the limitations of photography – or what
you refer to as “what photography cannot do” – how do
you approach making and assessing a successful image?
TR: It’s not really a goal for me to fully understand why I
make an image a certain way or why I end up printing one
negative and ignoring another. Combining the ones I like
is a big enough task. This is a situation where the intellect
is trying to comprehend the visceral. One way a photograph can be successful is if it’s a surprising but precise
take on something that you suspect could become your
reality – and if you’d like to look at it again tomorrow. On
the negative side, a photograph is clearly too ambiguous to
constitute a precise critique.

still from Non Progress, 2006
© Torbjørn Rødland

SL: I recently saw your film, Non-Progress (2006), which
combines long, contemplative shots of ducklings, fish
and a turtle with the private moments of a young woman
who occasionally talks aloud to herself, reciting such lines
as Mitch Hedberg’s famous, “Ducks’ opinions of me are
very much influenced by whether or not I have bread.”
I’m curious, how are your films in conversation with your
photography?
TR: Same themes, different medium. The films discuss
photography by letting time, sound and movement into the
static frame. They discuss what photography cannot do by

Bus, 2000 [from “I Want to Live Innocent”]
© Torbjørn Rødland
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SL: You often focus on the presence of nature, both in your
films and in your photographs. What does nature mean to
you?
TR: We’re still struggling with the idea of being nature. We
see culture quite clearly, but the big questions concerning
nature are forever clouded in mystery. I am comfortable
with and triggered by this lack of knowledge. Rather than
expecting mystery to be unveiled, I try to deal with it. This
makes me a religious artist.
SL: I Want to Live Innocent has no explanatory text in the
book – only the photographs and their captions. Do you
think that contemporary photographers should rely less on
writing? When is text necessary?
TR: An institution producing a catalogue for a show needs
an authoritative text to justify their choices, but if a photographer is producing a project book I think they should
be careful with text. Sometimes it’s necessary, to open up
a project, to help free it from conventional perception. An
interview is always clarifying, but the three-page catalogue
essays you see everywhere are no fun. I don’t read them.
They’re like the liner-notes on LPs from the 1960s. You
know why they’re written, and they carry no weight. So
yes, there’s no writing in Innocent, but White Planet has
three texts: two ‘open letters’ and one ambitious academic
essay by Ina Blom.

SL: Roe Ethridge is a photographer that has used the same
images in advertising and art galleries. While many people
question this, others see it as part of his work, an intelligent
critique of the history and conventions of photography.
Some of your images seem very much concerned with this
idea, referencing fashion spreads, product photography, etc.
Can you discuss how you are utilizing these commercial
conventions within the context of art? Would you ever use
your photographs for commercial purposes, as Roe has?
TR: No, I don’t even do commissioned work for magazines. Roe is more pragmatic, while building on a Christopher Williams-type of conceptualism where he links his
output to the production and distribution of market-driven
photographic desire. We talked about perversion earlier. I
like to see what happens when a photograph that probably
could sell a product refuses to do so. If all of a sudden it is
selling shirts, the image loses its perverse potency. I also
like to see what happens when a photograph that could sell
a product (but does not) isn’t all about that refusal. Do you
know what I mean? I’ve seen enough effective commercial
photography lifted from magazines and moved into art
spaces with blanks, scribbles, stains, skulls or holes added.
It’s time to give up on this strategy. Compared to Critique
as a quickly recognizable artistic genre, it’s actually more
challenging to see Roe promoting telecommunication or
whatever.
SL: In a more general sense, how do you view images? Are
they simply conveyors of meaning – language, emotions,
ideas, etc. – that can be fit into a number of situations, or
are there restrictions to their use?
TR: To a certain extent it’s true that they give meaning to
each other, so it is interesting to look at them with different
neighbors. But, of course, a majority of juxtapositions are
unproductive. If we’re talking group-shows, I prefer to
show my still images with sculpture, drawing, text-pieces,
etc. The work of other photographers often establishes a
mode of looking at pictures that I find limiting. So, yes,
there are restrictions. You want what you do to make sense,
and I believe you have to protect your output. You need
ambitions on behalf of the work. Only insensitive photographs can hope to overwhelm the context.

Pipes, 2005 [from “I Want to Live Innocent”]
© Torbjørn Rødland
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Hand of Hip-Hop, 2006 [from “I Want to Live Innocent”]
© Torbjørn Rødland

SL: You’ve actually done some curating yourself. Tell
me about the show you put together this past summer
at STANDARD (OSLO) entitled “Tell Tchaikovsky the
News.”
TR: Artists now link their output to history in a freer way
than say, twenty years ago. Post-modernism had a need
to end history, to end art. Younger generations, born into
a world where rock was a mature art form, can relate
everyday affective life to themes or artistic techniques
from the past without it being such a big deal. I put this
show together looking for new ways of thinking about
borrowings and primitivisms in visual art – linking the new
mentalities to the revolutionary romanticism of mainstream
rock culture. The artists in the show were Roe Ethridge,
Monica Majoli, Uwe Henneken, Ricky Swallow, Olaf
Breuning and Lucy McKenzie.

Aske, 2007 [from “I Want to Live Innocent”]
© Torbjørn Rødland

SL: It seems as if it is becoming more and more common
for artists to wear multiple hats within the art world, simultaneously playing the roles of artist, curator, editor, critic,
etc. What do you make of this?
TR: The only way I can believe in my so-called curating is
if I keep a familiar hat on. Putting together “Tell Tchaikovsky the News” was very much like making my own show,
only with other people’s work. I have to get in contact with
the part of me that would have produced the piece and only
then do I know how to exhibit it. Presenting and combining
things I’ve seen to find out how and what they can mean
today… This is what I do full time.
SL: What’s next for you?
TR: A book on death.
—
This interview can also be found in Photo-eye Magazine.
To see more of Torbjørn’s work, visit his website.

